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ABSTRACT

I discuss a dedicated B physics experiment which was con- ':i>';'•••
sidered at the 1988 RHIC Summer; Workshop, The machine may operate
in a p-p mode with a Luminosity in excess of 10 cm sec" at
250 x 250 GeV, The most ambitious physics objective of such an
experiment would be the study of cp nonconservation. Particular
emphasis at the workshop was given to the self tagging mode
B + K*"TT~. Experimental techniques developed during this experiment
would be extremely useful for more ambitious projects anticipated
at the 3SC.

INTRODUCTION

The proposed Relativistic Heavy Ion Co.'.lider (RHIC), operated
in a p-p mode is expected to reach a luminosity in excess of 1O32

cm"2 sec"1 at an energy of 250 x 250 GeV. The BB cross section is
estimated to be 10 ybarns and could produce a sample of several
1010 BB pairs per run. The use of a single lepton or stiff track
trigger to enhance the ratio of events coiT'&ining B mesons to total
production, a Iorentz boosted B system, manageable interaction
rates, and a very large B cross section make the RHIC hadron
collider approach very attractive.

There are several considerations to take into account when
running at lower than SSC energies in a p-p collider.

1. The BB cross section increases with energy and the ratio
of BB to the total cross section becomes more favorable at high
energy. The BB production cross section at RHIC energies is
- 1000 times that at fixed target energies and nearly 10,000
times that at the T(4s). Some estimates place the SSC BB cross
section some 500 times larger than that expected at RHIC energies.
The SSC may produce a BB pair every 100 collisions. The BB cross
section at the Tevatron is about 5 times larger than at RHIC
energies.

2. At RHIC energies the detector need only cover a fraction
of the full solid angle. The rapidity range of produced BB pairs
and the decay products are limited to ± 2 units of rapidity. This
simplifies the detector design. A Tevatron and SSC detector must
cover down to 3.5 and 6 units of rapidity respectively.

3. Results from Monte Carlo studies indicate triggering on
the number of stiff, > 1 - 1.5 GeV Pt, tracks per event in the
RHIC and Tevatron energy range efficiently identifies BB events.
Requiring several stiff tracks in conjunction with a secondary
vertex appears to have sufficient rejection to allow triggering on
modes such as B + K+ir". This is a so called self tagging mode, the
daughter K determines or "tags" whether the parent is particle or
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anti-pacticle. These modes are interesting for CP studies. Stiff
track techniques are thought to be much less useful at SSC onerqies
because the number of "mini-jets" or the fraction of minimum bias
events with a hard scattering component increases with center of
mass energy.

4. A factor related to the machine energy is the torentz
boost. There is a smaller bottom path length at RHIC relative to
the SSC and Tevatron. This effect is thought to be small but more
study is needed. This is because the boost is governed by the
icinematics of production and the bottom meson Pt which changes
slowly between the two energies at the same rapidity.

5. At RHIC energies and above, the production of bottom
quarks is dominated by gluon fusion and therefore little difference
exists between production rates in p-p and p-p colliders.

The demands on the experimental design and performance are
challenging at a hadron collider and much detector simulation and
atudy is required to demonstrate that the efficiency for recon-
structing the BB pairs is high enough to be competitive with other
ideas. An ambitious goal, including triggering, is to achieve an
efficiency of 1% for reconstructing an all charged, low multi-
plicity mode. When the CP study requires tagging the other B, the
best one can realistically do in a p~p collider ia about 10%.

The physics these experiments address ia very broad in. scope.
The topics of interest are mixing in both the % and Bg
systems. The Argus experiment has observed mixing in the B^
system at the 20% level. This large mixing can subsU atial.iy
increase the size of CP violation in the B system, and therefore a
mere precise measurement of the mixing is important. 1\~~.
observation of a a, mass peak and the subsequent study of the
decay modes and mixing are very important. Other important
information will derive from the study of production mechanisms,
rare decays, forbidden decays, and bottom baryons. A thorough
study of the charmless decays will be important for understanding
the standard model. Some of the above will be studied by the
existing 'B factories1, CESR and DORIS, Z° factories? and hadron
experiments. The major physics goal is to observe and study CP
nonconservation in the neutral and charged bottom system.

A mode of particular interest at the workshop was B > K+TT".
This mode is expected to have a CP asymmetry of about 10% and the
particle anti-particle nature of the parent B meson is determined
by the K + or K~. The two body decay will produce tracks with a
Pt of about 2 GeV/c which are separable from the 300 HeV/c tracks
in the underlying event. With good particle identification the
combinatorics will be reduced substantially for B decays containing
a charged K. Some estimates of the experimental factors are the:
branching ratio, about 10"', trigger efficiency, about 33%, vertex
separation efficiency, about 50%, tracking efficiency, about 95%,
cracks and Z length of beam, about 50%, reconstruction efficiency,
about 25%, geometric acceptance, about 75%, and the B cross section
of 10 ]t barns.
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We would like to achieve a combined efficiency, not includino
the branching ratio, of about 1%. With a sample of 10"" BB events
a CP asvmmetry of about 10% could be observed at the 3 o level.
This assumes little background and no mistagged events. Typically,
the CP asymmetries ace in the 5 - 30% range.

For modes such as B -• <pKs it is necessary to tag the other B
in order to calculate the CP asymmetry. Tagging efficiences (of
the other B) are estimated to be in. the 5% - 10% range. Eventually
the sources of mistagged events will have to be studied very care-
fully.

The main advantages of the high energy hadron collider are the
large cross section and the Lorenta boost of the BB pair. The
cross section at the T(4s) is about 1 nb or - 10,000 times leas
than at RHIC and p-p colliders can be competitive in luminosity
with even the next generation e+e" machines being discussed. The
aid of a vertex constraint on the tracks from the B meson produced
at RHIC will be very powerful in reducing combinatoric background
and is a technique not fully available at T(4s) machines.

The e+e~ environment is very clean, the ratio of B meson to
continuum production is about 1/4, compared to about 2 x 10"'* at
the collider. Furthermore, on the T(4a) resonance, all charged
tracks come irom the bottom meson since there is not enough energy
to produce extra pions. At RHIC, an average of 30 charged tracks
are produced per collision in the bottom events. Again, the vertex
constraint will eliminate the spurious tracks in the event.

It is unlikely present day e+e~ machines will observe CP
violation in the B system. The linear collider approach, proposed
by U. Amaldi and G. Coignet and by D. Cline have suggested that
luminosities of 1034 cm"2 sec"1 may be achievable as well as col-
lisions with asymmetric beam energies, thus providing a Lorentz
boost to the T(4s) system• Other ambitious approaches have been
put forward from SIN, KEK, and SLAC. More recently, SLAC has been
studying the option of asymmetric collisions, yielding a boosted
T(4s) system, by building a small ring to collide with PEP.

The higher energy e+e~ colliders like LEP and SLC have the
benefit of a boosted bottom meson allowing the possibility of
vertex detection, a reasonably low multiplicity event, and very
powerful detectors. However, they will not produce enough events
to address CP violation in the neutral B system. Even at 107 Z°'s
produced per year this is less BB's than CESR produces now.

The present RHIC ring has 4 developed and 2 undeveloped
intersection regions. The design report calls for an initial
luminosity of 1031 cm"2 sec"1 when operated in the p-p mode. The
machine design allows a luminosity of at least 2 x 10^2 cm"2 sec"1.

A two ring proton collider permits a crossing angle at the
collision point which results in a significantly smaller inter-
action diamond in the beam direction. The nominal RHIC p-p beams
collide with a az of about 20 cm. This can be reduced to about 7
cm with a crossing angle of 3 mi, at some loss in luminosity, if
there are no problems with beam stability.
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The vacuum pipe can be placed within 1 cm of the beam colli-
sion point. The expected vacuum is 1Q~ torr in the collision
halls and 10"' in the arcs.

The machine is presently expected to run ~ 38 weeks of the
year for heavy ions. This would mean roughly 8-10 weeks are
available for high energy phvsics running. At a peak luminosity of
2 x 1Q32 cm"'2 sec""1 about lo"10 events would be produced. The
funding profile requested for RHIC is such that if funding is
started in FY 90, then first beams are expected in 1995.

The kinematics of bottom production at RHIC are in many ways
startling at first observation. The B meson Pt spectrum is very
soft, averaging about 4.4 GeV/c. This can be compared to the Pt
at the SSC (20 x 20 TeV), where it is about 6.5 GeV/c, quite
similar. The reason is that the large cross section, about 10 u
barns, comes from gluon fusion, which has a pole around a Pt

equal to the mass of the heavy quark being produced. The other
constraining factor is the rapidity distribution of the tracks from
both bottom particles. About 90% of the tracks are contained
within t 2 units of rapidity at RHIC. At the SSC, most tracks are
contained within t 6 units and this is because the increased
particle production is pushed to higher values of rapidity as the
energy of the collision is increased.

Another important feature of the kinematics involves the path
length I distribution of the B mesons from the collision point.
The path length distribution versus n is shown in Pig. 1 for B
mesons. The mean decay length of the B meson is about 500 n and
about 400 u for the D meson associated with the bottom.

A schematic of the detector is shown in Fig. 2. All tracking
and electromagnetic calorimetry are immersed in a 2.0 meter radius
1.5 tesla solenoidal magnetic field. The various systems include;
vertex detector, charged particle tracking, transition radiation
detectors and calorimetry for electron identification, a muon
absorber, particle identification for kaons. No hadron calorimetry
since missing Et is unimportant. These systems cover 90* to 20*
in theta.

The vertex detector must perform well for this experiment to
identify a clean B invariant mass peak. The combinatoric back-
ground is expected to be reduced substantially by a path length cut
as evidenced by the experience of E-691 at Ferrailab. Silicon drift
technology is the preferred choice for the vertex detector because
of the extra pattern recognition strength of a pixel device over
that of projected strips. This detector, developed by P. Rehak,
can locate the charged particle trajectory to a 10 x 10 p pixel by
using drift time information and determining the centroid of the
electron cloud. A system of 3 double planes of high resistivity,
280 u thick, silicon positioned at radii 1 cm, 2 cm, and 3 cm is
used. The geometry is that of a polygon that approximates a
cylinder. In total, there are 480 2 x 2 cm2 detectors, leading to
about 105 channels. The drift time i3 roughly 1 ysec over 2 cm.
Recent progress has been made in integrating an amplifier onto high
resistivity silicon allowing the next step of placing the amplifier
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Fig. 1. Path length distribution vs. rapidity for B mesons
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of B-pnysics detector.
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on the 3ame wafer as the detector to take plac- . This is expected
co give an input capacitance of 60 fF and a noise of about 100
electrons. The detector has been shown to work in principle but
now K&D is needed for a system test, including readout, that
integrates everything together and demonstrates that the tempera-
ture can be held sufficiently stable and that power dissipation
from a readout system is low enough for a collider detector.

The solenoid magnetic field will be chosen to achieve the
needed mass resolution. The mass resolution needed for separating
out % and B3 and rejecting combinatoric background is about 25
MeV/c. Gas tracking is needed to minimize the contribution of
multiple scattering to the mass resolution. A further challenge is
the need for good z resolution for mass reconstruction and pattern
recognition.

The primary function of the Electromagnetic Calorimeter (EC)
is electron identification. Because the electrons in the momentum
range of interest are relatively soft, fairly good momentum
resolution can be expected by measuring the electron track and thus
good energy resolution is not a primary consideration for the
calorimeter, the emphasis must be on shower development and shower
localization.

The ring imaging Cherenkov counters are designed to identify
kaons, pions and protons from 2 GeV/c to above 10 GeV/c. The
present approach is to use two counters. For the low momenta we
use a liquid radiator with proximity focussing; the preliminary
design gives TT/K separation up to - 5 GeV/c and e/u separation up
to - 1.5 Gev/c. As a first pass we have chosen a gas radiator,
at atmospheric pressure, for higher momenta; this will give w/K
separation from - 3 GeV/c to well above 10 GeV/c, overlapping the
range of separation of the liquid counter. This counter will give
e/ir separation from <_ 1 GeV/c, limited by particle trajectories in
the magnetic field, to - 10 GeV/c.

The first estimate of the overall length of the counters is 20
cm for the low momentum counter, determined by the free space
following the radiator required by proximity focussing, and 50 cm
for the higher momentum, determined by the length of radiator
required for adequate photoelectron statistics. One should note
that if one is prepared to use a high pressure counter the gas
counter can be shortened, leading to a more compact detector.
Given the difficulties encountered with radiation effects in TMAE
we expect to use TEA in the photon detectors. We note that recent
measurements on TEA show that, if one is limited by optical dis-
persion, the two absorbers give comparable performance.

Muon identification is achieved by requiring penetration of an
amount of iron consistent with the particle's energy. The iron
will also serve as a flux return for the solenoidal magnet. The
first active element of the muon system is shielded by a one meter
thick iron sleeve as shown in Fig. 4. Each detector layer consists
of two planes of drift tubes orientated at 6 degrees stereo angle.
The maximum drift distance with be 5 mm. so there will be no over-
lap with the next beam crossing 100 nsec later. However, the wires
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Fig. 4. Plot of numbsr of background
events with .̂. 2, _> 3, and _> 4
tracks above specified P .

Fig. 3. Plot of number of 8° -*• Kn events
with >_ 2, >_ 3, and >_ 4 tracks
above specified P .
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could be ganged together to give a spatial resolution consistent
with multiple scattering in order to reduce the number of
electronics channels. Muons with momentum greater than about 1.4
GeV/c will penetrate one meter of iron. Thus muons with transverse
momentum greater than 1.4 GeV/c will penetrate to the first layer.
This is followed by three iron sleeves each 33 cm thick interleaved
with detector elements. The energy of muons with transverse
momentum between 1.4 GeV/c and 2.7 GsV/c will be estimated from
range to about 7%. Range straggling contributes about 6%. Thus
Che energy will be measured to about 10%. Muons with transverse
momentum above 2.7 GeV/c will penetrate through the entire muon
identifier.

The trigger for the purposes of the workshop was limited to
discussing the stiff track trigger and a secondary vertex trigger.
The quality of this trigger will determine the physics available to
the experiment. Isajet studies indicate that the stiff track
trigger will efficiently reject minimum bias events. Shown for BB
events in Fig. 3 is the plot of the number of events versus track
Pt with the curves indicating the number of events with > 2, > 3,
>_ 4 or more tracks per event above that P*. A cut requiring two
tracks with projected impact parameters of at least 30 u has been
applied. Shown in Fig. 4 is a plot for background events. Work on
the vertex trigger is about to commence.

The lepton trigger presents a major challenge because the
leptans are extremely soft in Pt. Already it can be seen the
electron trigger will require pulse height information from the
silicon near the beam pipe, tracking TRD's, online charged track
momentum analysis, longitudinal shower information after a couple
of radiation lengths from the calorimeters, small tower sizes, and
summed energy in the event. Maintaining a high electron efficiency
while keeping the rejection high is the major challenge here. The
prompt electron rate from all sources is a couple of kilohertz at a
luminosity of 1032 era"2 sec" . The trigger should reduce the
electron misidentification background to about this level, about a
kilohertz. This emphasizes the need for a high rate data acquisi-
tion system and considerable online software event analysis as a
further stage in the trigger.

It is this tracking and vertexing trigger requirement that
makes a processor based trigger attractive if it can be fast
enough. The learning curve for tracking is known to be long and
arduous and the system witii the greatest flexibility will
eventually make the least number of errors.

CONCLUSIONS

The bottom physics that can be studied at RHIC is broad in
scope and potentially very exciting. People have begun to study
the design issues of a bottom collider detector. It is a lot of



work to demonstrate that one can effectively use a sample of
10" - io* produced bottom events. Though challenging, the group
feels strongly that the technical goals can be met and the
experiment successfully built and operated in the high rate
collider environment. The most ambitious physics goal of this
experiment would be to make the first observation of C? noncon-
aervation in the bottom system. Studying CP asymmetries at the
10%—20% level -n several modes appears attainable for a new
experiment designed explicitly for studying the B system. Once
observed, it is of great interest to study CP nonconaervatior. in
the neutral and charged bottom system in detail. This may require
moving to the SSC and taking advantage of the large increase in the
3B cross section.
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